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Abstract

Recent allocation of the Ultra WideBand (UWB) 3.1 to 10.6 GHz frequency spectrum

for unlicensed use has opened many new opportunities for radio communications.

Providing unique advantages as well as interesting design challenges makes UWB an

attractive technology to pursue. Furthering the challenge is the desire to monolith i-

cally integrate an UWB radio with an antenna. Such a feat would reduce manufactur-

ing complexity, while maintaining a high level of cost effectiveness. With these two

technologies in mind, as well as traditional methods, design considerations for the

development of an on-chip ultra wideband antenna in CMOS are discussed. After a

review of current UWB antennas, an electrically small square loop radiator inte-

grated in a 0.13 µp? CMOS process is proposed for use as an UWB antenna. An UWB

LNA and pulse generator are monolithically included with the antenna. Simulation

results of this antenna show it to perform as expected, having a relatively constant,

but poor return loss of less than 1 dB, an omnidirectional radiation pattern, low dis-

persion, and a maximum gain ranging from -25 dBi to -35 dBi over the UWB spec-

trum. Due to complications with the on-chip circuitry, measurements are unable to

confirm the radiation patterns and transient response of the antenna. Despite this,

measurements show the maximum gain is in good agreement with simulation over

the entire band, while the return loss is less than 10 dB, but shows multiple unex-

pected resonances. Phase response of the antenna was linear with an R2 value of

0.99, indicating the antenna may be a good device for use with impulse radios. Al-

though the results are somewhat inconclusive, data does indicate the antenna is still

potentially a viable candidate for use with UWB.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The "era of long-distance radiocommunications was born" in 1901, ushered in by

the first cross Atlantic transmission of an electromagnetic signal [I]. Pioneered by

Guglielmo Marconi, this accomplishment led to the first commercial trans-Atlantic

radio telegraphy service in 1907 [1] and the awarding of a Nobel Prize in 1909 [2],

recognizing wireless communications as both an industrial and academic success

from its inception.

Modern wireless communications have evolved greatly beyond the first telegraphy

systems, in both technical complexity and application. Improvements in coding and

modulation techniques have increased efficiency, allowing greater amounts of in-

formation to be transmitted over a given bandwidth. Advancements in electrical cir-

cuitry have allowed devices to become smaller and smaller, with greater complexity,

yet facilitate mass production while remaining cost effective. Modern wireless

communication devices have become compact, generally affordable, and more po-

werful with each generation of development, leading to a near ubiquitous presence.

A key component to the circuitry of any radio is the antenna. This thesis looks to in-

vestigate the development of an antenna using the combination of two technologies:

Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) Integrated Circuits (ICs) and

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) pulsed signal generation. Although neither of these areas

are considered new, the combination of each to integrate a wideband antenna has

only recently been considered.

-11-
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1.1 Ultra-Wideband Communications

In February, 2002 the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the United

States of America (USA) authorized the unlicensed use of UWB emissions in the 3.1

to 10.6 GHz range [3]. This change has led to an enthusiastic renewal of interest in

UWB radio as it can be favourable for several reasons, including low power high da-

ta rate transmissions, accurate ranging, interference rejection, and coexistence with

narrow bandwidth systems [4] .
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Figure 1-1. FCC and Industry Canada spectral mask for unlicensed indoor UWB
emissions.

Utilizing such a large frequency band, UWB operates at a relatively low Power Spec-

tral Density (PSD) of 41.3 dBm/MHz. This specification is required to avoid possible
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interference with narrow band signals that may also be present in the UWB range.

Additionally, greater restrictions are present outside the 3.1 to 10.6 GHz range in

the USA [5] and the 4.75 to 10.6 GHz range in Canada [6]. The FCCs and Industry

Canada's spectral requirements for indoor UWB emissions are shown in Figure 1-1.

The specifications lead to an interesting and unique challenge for UWB design, as

not only is wideband operation required, but also a well defined spectral shape. This

has a large impact on a broad selection of research, including signal generation,

transmission, propagation, processing, and system engineering. Even with these

challenges, many opportunities for novel and effective solutions to the design prob-

lems featured in UWB are permitted, three promising areas of application already

being identified: short range high data rate communications, low data rate sensor

networks with ranging and geo-location, and high resolution radar systems [4].

Antenna design is substantially impacted by UWB. Maintaining a reasonable effi-

ciency and impedance match over such a large bandwidth becomes difficult, while

transient response, typically not a concern, becomes an important issue [7] [8].

UWB antenna development is not as straightforward as narrowband antenna devel-

opment, which is relatively mature and well understood. Given the potential benefit

to applications, but the complexities added by UWB, design of an UWB antenna pi-

ques a great interest [9].
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1.2 On-Chip Antennas
Integration, in electronics and electrical engineering, refers to the monolithic devel-

opment of circuitry in a single medium, typically a semiconductor. This amalgama-

tion of electrical components is motivated by the desire to simplify construction,

lower costs, and reduce the size of electronic circuits, goals that have been amazing-

ly successful [10]. The pervasive presence of electronics owes its existence to the

integration of just about every circuit necessary to create such devices, in particular

the analog circuits necessary for radios [H].

Despite its great success, integration is not a perfect art Strongly linked to the ma-

terial science of semiconductors [12], the performance of ICs has boundaries limited

by the characteristics of the semiconductor in which the circuits are integrated. Ad-

ditionally, the ability, or lack of, to physically manipulate these materials into the

forms required can limit performance. This leads to incongruous ICs, not all compo-

nents being integrated into a single monolithic circuit for performance reasons, and

stimulates research focused on the development of truly monolithic electronic de-

vices.

As a key component of any radio, antennas are traditionally found 'off-chip' due to

two main factors: size and material properties. It is common that at least one di-

mension of a resonant antenna's size is on the order of one wavelength of the fre-

quency of operation, which can be several orders of magnitude greater than the IC

itself. Thus, for many applications, to place an antenna 'on-chip' requires special

consideration and the use of miniaturization techniques. Additionally, the electrical
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characteristics, such as substrate losses and surface wave effects, of the IC can nega-

tively impact an integrated antenna's performance. These factors, too, require spe-

cial design considerations.

Given the great advantages that integration brings to any electrical circuit, it be-

comes obvious why having an antenna on-chip would be favourable, despite the

challenges presented. With a successful design, incorporating an antenna into an IC

would lower production costs and complexity, removing the need for external

transmission line connections and sophisticated packaging. Additionally, an oppor-

tunity is presented to create a multi-purpose element: an antenna that not only

functions as a radiator, but also as an intrinsic component of the circuit itself, able to

provide better matching and more robust capabilities. [13]

1.3 Thesis Outline

After first discussing the motivation behind developing an UWB CMOS integrated

antenna in Chapter 1, this report reviews general antenna design considerations in

Chapter 2. The review includes a look at fundamental antenna design parameters

and characteristics as well as the special exigencies required by UWB and on-chip

CMOS integration. The review is followed by a survey of current UWB antennas, on-

chip CMOS antennas, and UWB on-chip antennas, giving a brief summary of each in

Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the on-chip UWB loop antenna that was developed for this

thesis is presented. A discussion of the antenna's design, simulation, and measure-

ment is followed by a listing of the results. Finally, in Chapter 5, concluding remarks

are made along with a discussion of the future work required.



Chapter 2: Fundamental, UWB1 and
CMOS Antenna Design

The project for this thesis centers on the development of an antenna incorporating

two technologies, UWB pulsed signals and CMOS ICs, for use in a low cost, self con-

tained transceiver. In addition to typical design concerns, special considerations ne-

cessary to implement an antenna in CMOS using UWB must be observed. The vari-

ous technological aspects of the project are discussed below, highlighting these

areas of interest

2.1 Fundamental Antenna Design
Antennas are commonly the first and last component in the signal path of a tran-

sceiver. As such they take an interesting and unique position in the operation of the

radio: unlike the other components, antennas must couple with free -space as well as

the radio's circuitry. This means that antennas require special design considerations

as well as unique characterisations.

The theory of antennas deals mainly with calculations regarding the radiation, into

free space, of electromagnetic fields from a conducting structure and the propaga-

tion of those fields from and to another conducting structure. The various characte-

ristics of antennas are derived from Maxwell's Equations [14] and are paramete-

rized as laid out in the IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas [15], some

of which are discussed below.

-16-
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2.1.1 Near and Far Field

The volume surrounding an antenna is broken into two areas: near field and far

field. For the most part, the far field is taken as the more significant as antenna op-

eration is generally at large distances. The following parameters are usually deter-

mined for the far field case. Even so, in cases where the transmitting and receiving

antennas may be close it is important to determine if near field affects may be

present. To this end the two areas are given as follows.

The far field is defined as the region where the radiated angular field distribution is

effectively independent of the distance, r, from the antenna. In free space, this dis-

tance is estimated as:

where a is the maximum overall dimension of the antenna and ? is the wavelength.

This is commonly only valid for cases where a is large compared to ?, otherwise the

more general condition is for a distance where r » ?. It can be shown that, in the far

field, the electromagnetic fields are transverse, always approximated by plane

waves in a local area, and the power is real, being completely dissipative.

The near field is found between the antenna and the far field and is broken into two

parts: radiating and reactive. The reactive portion is found near the antenna, the vo-

lume for which is estimated as r < ?/2p for very short dipole, or similar, antennas.

Within the reactive region, the power is mainly imaginary and thus implies stored
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energy. The radiating region fells between the reactive region and the far field, hav-

ing an angular field distribution that is dependent on the distance, r, from the an-

tenna. Together, with the power being complex, this makes the electromagnetic

fields in the near field non-intuitive and difficult to predict Antennas that are small

compared to the wavelength may not exhibit a radiating near field.

2.1.2 Reciprocity

Reciprocity refers to the characteristics of an antenna remaining unchanged wheth-
er that antenna is used as a transmitter or receiver. The transmitting radiation pat-

terns of a given antenna are identical to the receiving radiation patterns, as are the

input impedances and other parameters. This has practical application in that only

one design or measurement (transmit or receive] is necessary to develop or charac-

terize an antenna.

It is important to note that reciprocity is not applicable in all cases. It is generally

true for narrow band passive antennas that the frequency domain transmit and re-

ceive characteristics will be the same, but it is common for UWB antennas, as well as

some other antennas, such as ferrite core antennas, to have differing time domain

transmit and receive characteristics. For example, it is typical for some UWB anten-

nas to act as a differentiator, displaying a signal at the receiver that is the differen-

tial ofthat which was transmitted.
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2.1.3 Radiation Intensity, Directivity, and Isotropic Antennas

The main purpose of an antenna is to direct energy through space. Thus it is impor-

tant to ascertain how an antenna prefers to guide energy to or from one direction

over another. This is accomplished using radiation intensity and directivity.

The total power radiated by an antenna is given by:

P1. = î Ke {JJ (E ? H *).ds}, (2.2)
where E is the electric field and H is the magnetic field radiated and the integral is

over a surface in the far field surrounding the antenna. For simplicity the surface is

typically taken as a sphere. Recalling the electromagnetic fields are localized TEM

plane waves in the far field:

Pr=|Äe{J|(EeH;-EipH5)r2du}J (2.3)
where dß = Sin ? ?? ?f, an element of a solid angle. It then becomes opportune to

define the radiation intensity of the antenna as:

?(?,f) =-fie{(ExH*)r2}, (2.4)

which is the power radiated, in a given direction, {ß, f), per unit solid angle in units

of watts per square radian.
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Given the radiation intensity, it becomes relatively straightforward to describe the

directivity of an antenna as:

, ^ U(6, f)?(?,f)=-^-^, [2.5]^ave

the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction to the average radiation in-

tensity from all directions. The average radiation intensity is simply:

U = — C2.6)Uave 4p- «- J

Maximum directivity, the directivity in the direction of maximum radiation intensi-

ty, is commonly implied using D without ? and f. Directivity is reciprocal.

To further illustrate the concept of directivity, it is convenient to imagine a lossless

antenna, called an isotropic radiator, for which the radiation intensity is equal in all

directions. Generally, an equivalent isotropic radiator emits the same total power as

supplied to an antenna. Thus an isotropic radiator has constant radiation intensity,

Uave, and a directivity of 1. Such an antenna does not practically exist, but it is a use-

ful conceptual reference for highlighting the directive properties of an antenna.

2.1.4 Radiation Efficiency and Gain

The power accepted into the antenna is not equal to the power radiated due to loss

effects in the antenna. Thus the antenna has a radiation efficiency given by:
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e=-^;0<e<l. (2.7)*i rin

Radiation efficiency does not include losses from polarization or impedance mis-

matches. Combining equations (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7), the directivity of an antenna

can then be expressed:

4p?(?,f)D (?, f) = ^. (2.8)

The gain of an antenna, for a given direction, is defined as the ratio of the radiation

intensity of the antenna to the radiation intensity of an equivalent isotropic radiator

or:

4p?(?,f)G(6,cp) = . (2.9)
'in

From equations (2.8) and (2.9) it is seen:

G(0,cp) =e?(?,f) (2.10)

Thus it is noted that the gain of antenna is a directional characteristic of the antenna

and proportional to the directivity by the radiation efficiency. Similar to directivity,

maximum gain, the gain in the direction of maximum directivity, is commonly im-

plied using G without ? and f. It is also common to express gain in decibels, denoted

dBi to indicate it is relative to an isotropic radiator.
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2.1.5 Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power

Equivalent Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) is the radiated power an isotropic

radiator would emit to produce the same radiation intensity as that of an antenna in

a given direction. This is expressed by:

EIRP = PinG(0,(p). (2.11)

Since EIRP includes gain and losses between the circuitry and the antenna, it is a

convenient parameter to use when comparing various antennas. EIRP is typically

implied to be in the direction of maximum gain and is expressed in dBi.

2.1.6 Antenna Impedance, Matching, and Bandwidth

The impedance of an antenna is the impedance measured at the terminals of the an-

tenna and is generally complex. Note that, due to reciprocity, the impedance of an

antenna is referred to as input impedance despite the antenna's use as a transmitter

or receiver.

Input impedance is denoted:

Zin = Rin + jXi„. (2.12)

The reactance of the antenna, Xin, signifies the electromagnetic energy stored in the

near field. This corresponds to the large imaginary part of the electromagnetic fields

near the antenna as discussed in section 2.1.1. Generally, electrically small antennas,

defined as antennas for which D « ?, have large reactive input impedances.
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The resistance, Rin, arises from the power dissipated in the antenna, which includes

radiated power and ohmic losses. The power dissipated by the antenna is then:

Pm = Pr + Pn= ^RiJU2- C2.13)
where Iin is the input current and Pn is the power lost to ohmic effects. From equa-

tion (2.13) it is noted:

Rin=Rr + Rn, (2.14)

where Rn is the resistance due to ohmic losses and Rr is called the radiation resis-

tance, corresponding to the power radiated and is referred to the input.

With the above definitions and equation (2.7), an alternative expression for radia-

tion efficiency can be given as:

e=iÄ t215)
which is a convenient when designing an antenna as ohmic resistances are relatively

easy to determine.

To ensure maximum power is transferred to or from an antenna, complex conjugate

matching must be used:
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Zx = Zfn, (2.16)

where Zx is the input/output impedance of the circuitry connected to the antenna. In

general, a matching network is needed to accomplish this, although it is possible to

design circuits that are intrinsically matched to the antenna.

Mismatches between the circuit of the radio and the antenna can be expressed using

transmission line theory [16]. In the transmitting case, the reflection coefficient, G, is

defined as the ratio between the voltage wave reflected back to the circuitry, V', to

the voltage wave incident on the antenna's terminals, V+. The reflection coefficient

can be expressed as:

V- Zin - Zx
G = — = — -. (2.17)V+ Zin+Zx J

It is also of interest to note that the reflection coefficient is also the Sn parameter of

the scattering matrix.

It can then be shown that the power accepted by the antenna is:

Pin=Pi(I-IrI2), (2.18)

where Pi is the power incident on the antenna's terminals. The term(l — |G|2) is

called the impedance mismatch factor, denoted q, while the term |G|2 is called re-

turn loss, expressed in decibels as:
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RL = -20Login, [2.19)

and represents the "loss" of the reflected power. Note, it is common to plot return

loss as its negative.

Another convenient measure of impedance mismatch is the Voltage Standing Wave

Ratio [VSWR). This is a measure of the ratio of the maximum to the minimum volt-

age of the standing wave that arises due to the reflected voltage wave. This is given

as:

V 1+??VSWR = ^x = i^il. (2.20)"min *¦ I* I

The bandwidth of an antenna is specified as the frequency range over which a given

characteristic of the antenna conforms to some specification. Typically, less than

10% reflected power is chosen as the criterion, which corresponds to G = 0.3162.

This is equivalent to RL > 1OdB, typically called the -10 dB bandwidth, and VSWR <

1.92, although this is usually rounded to VSWR < 2.

The fractional bandwidth of an antenna is given as:

B = JLp-k, (2.21)

where fk and fi, are the high and low frequency boundaries of the bandwidth defined

above and fc is the center frequency given by (/H + /L)/2.
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2.1.7 Antenna Effective Aperture

The effective aperture or effective area of an antenna is a measure of its ability to

convert power incident on the antenna to power available at the terminals of the

antenna. It is denoted by:

A6=^G. (2-22)

Effective aperture is a convenient parameter when considering the receiving an-

tenna in an antenna system.

2.1.8 Polarization

The polarization of an antenna is the polarization of the electric far field transmitted

by the antenna in a given direction. Antenna polarization, in general, is elliptical

with special cases where the polarization is circular and linear. Polarization is reci-

procal.

Polarization can affect the power transferred between antennas. Maximum power

transfer for a given direction occurs when two antennas, receiving and transmitting,

are said to have a polarization match. This occurs when, in the same direction, the

receiving antenna has the same polarization as the transmitting antenna. The power

received will be reduced if a polarization mismatch is present To gauge the mis-

match, the polarization efficiency, p, is defined as the ratio of the power received in a

given direction by an antenna from a transmitting antenna of arbitrary polarization
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to that of the power that would be received had the antennas been polarization

matched in the same direction.

2.1.9 Radiation Pattern

A radiation pattern of an antenna is a spatial mapping describing, either graphically

or mathematically, a given characteristic of the electromagnetic field radiated by the

antenna. Typical characteristics used are power flux density, radiation intensity, di-

rectivity, phase, polarization, and field strength [15]. For example, the radiation in-

tensity pattern for an isotropic antenna would appear as a sphere.

Radiation patterns are normally shown graphically and, although 3 dimensional

(3D), 2 dimensional (2D) cuts are common, used to highlight specific features of the

antenna, such as maximum gain in particular planes. For linearly polarized anten-

nas, typical cut planes are the ?-plane and ?-plane. The ?-plane contains both the

electric field vector and the direction of maximum radiation intensity, while the H-

plane contains both the magnetic field vector and the direction of maximum radia-

tion intensity. The ?-pane and ?-plane are orthogonal in the far field. Elevation and

azimuth are also common cut planes, where azimuth is parallel to the earth's surface

(XY plane) and elevation is perpendicular (YZ plane).

Depending on application it may be desirable to have an antenna with a specific type

of radiation pattern. An omnidirectional radiation pattern is one type in which the

pattern is mostly a constant value or non-directional in a given plane and directional

in the orthogonal plane. An isotropic radiator is the ideal omnidirectional antenna,
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although it cannot be realized. Real antennas are always directional in at least one

plane. Omnidirectional antennas are used in applications in which the direction of

the signal transmission is unknown. An example of an omnidirectional radiation

pattern is shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Radiation pattern of an omnidirectional dipole antenna: (a) 3D polar
plot, (b) ?-Plane polar plot (directional), (c) ?-Plane polar plot (non-directional).
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Figure 2-2. Radiation pattern of a directional antenna: (a) 3D polar plot, (b) E-Plane
polar plot, (c) H -Plane polar plot

Other applications may require antennas with a radiation pattern that is highly di-

rective, such as with directional antennas, which radiate or receive more effectively

in various directions than others. An example of a directional antenna is the pencil

beam antenna, the radiation pattern of which contains a single large, main lobe and

several smaller side lobes. Directional antennas are used in applications such as ra-

dar or site to site transmissions. An example of a directional pattern is shown in
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Figure 2-2. There are other categories of radiation patterns, but omnidirectional and

directional are the two main types.

2.1.10 Half Power Beamwidth

Half Power Beamwidth (HPBW) is a measure of the angular size of a lobe in a direc-

tional antenna. Taken in a cut plane containing the maximum of the lobe, it is the

angular measure between the two directions that are half the maximum as seen in

Figure 2-3.

HPBW

3IdBi

12

IS

Figure 2-3. An example radiation pattern showing HPBW.

Note that, for some antennas, such as the omnidirectional type, HPBW is not appli-

cable in some planes.

2.1.11 Antenna System Overview

The various terms from section 2.1 are summarized in Table 1. Additionally, for

each antenna parameter, such as gain and directivity, there is an analogous partial
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parameter. Partial denotes that the effect of polarization mismatch has been taken

into account Also, the overall gain, including impedance mismatches at the antenna

input, is called the realized gain.

Table 1. Antenna design parameters. [15]
Ptx = power from the generator.
P¡ = power incident on the antenna.
P¡n = power accepted by the antenna.
Pr = power radiated by the antenna,
qi = impedance mismatch between

transmission line and generator.
q2 = impedance mismatch between

transmission line and antenna.

e = radiation efficiency of the antenna.

Gr = realized gain of the antenna.
G = gain of the antenna.
D = directivity of the antenna.
gR = partial realized gain of the antenna.
g = partial gain of the antenna.
d = partial directivity of the antenna.
? = polarization efficiency of the system.
U = radiation intensity.
Un = partial radiation intensity.

Figure 2-4. Antenna specification flow chart. [15]

The terms in Table 1 are represented graphically in Figure 2-4 as the flow of power

from the signal generator to the radiated electromagnetic field of the antenna. Al-

though the chart represents a transmitter, the figure for a receiver would appear
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similar, with the direction of power flow reversed and appropriate variable name

changes, due to reciprocity.

The graph of Figure 2-4 partially represents the Friis transmission equation. The

Friis transmission equation gives an overview of an antenna system made of a

transmitter and a receiver. It is given by:

PRx = PTx + QtxI + Qtx2 + GTx + P + GRx + QrxI + QRx2 + Ppl» (2.23)

where each variable is in dB or dBm, Prx is the power at the receiving load, and Ppi

represents the free space path loss and is given by:

Ppl = 20Lo510(^;) dB, (2.24)
where ? is the free space wavelength and r is the distance between the transmit and

receive antennas. The free space path loss represents the reduction in power densi-

ty due to geometrical expansion of the traveling wave as it expands spherically from

the transmitter and the frequency dependency of the receive antenna's effective

aperture. The Friis transmission is a convenient method for specifying antenna sys-

tems.

2.2 Ultra-Wideband Communications

An UWB system is defined as one in which the -10 dB bandwidth is 500 MHz or

greater or the fractional bandwidth is 0.2 or greater [5] [6]. In general, this is much

larger than a narrow band system, which is usually on the order of a few MHz. In
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addition, given this large frequency space, UWB systems can make use of 'carrier-

less' signals unlike narrow band transmissions, as well as other novel methods to

transmit information.

2.2.1 UWB Signal Generation

Other than PSD, there is no strict specification as to how the bandwidth in UWB is to

be used, leading to the evolution of various signal modulation techniques [4]. The

various methods can be categorized as Frequency Hopping (FS), Time Hopping

(TH), and Direct Sequence (DS). A fourth method is to use multi-channel conven-

tional modulation schemes at high data rates, an example being Orthogonal Fre-

quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).

Frequency hopping involves the use of multiple carrier frequencies at various times.

In FH, a known user code is used to 'spread' the carrier frequency over time slots.

For a given time slot, the system transmits at one frequency, then, in a different time

slot, switches to a different frequency as determined by the spreading code algo-

rithm. The length of the time slots can vary from system to system, including conti-

nuous carrier changes, called chirp signaling. The bandwidth of FH is determined by

the frequency range of the carriers used and not the data rate. The main advantage

of FH is interference avoidance allowing multiple users in the same spectrum [17].

Direct sequence schemes modify the original signal by multiplying it by a much

higher rate pseudo-randomly generated sequence of 1 and -1. Since the code se-

quence is higher in frequency, it has the effect of spreading the original signal over a
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wider frequency band and, thus, the rate of the code determines the bandwidth

used. The advantages of DS include resistance to interference (narrow band, multi-

user, or intentional jamming], as well as multipath issues.

OFDM creates a wideband spectrum by virtue of combining many orthogonal nar-

rowband sub-carriers over a range of frequencies. Data can then be transmitted us-

ing various multi-channel coding schemes where each sub-carrier can operate at a

lower rate, but the overall effect is a high rate. Similar to FH, OFDM's bandwidth is

determined by the frequency range of the sub -carriers. Like other UWB schemes,

OFDM is robust to interference, but can give a better spectral efficiency. [18]

Time hopping utilizes impulse radios and, thus, is considered a carrier -less tech-

nique. Data is transmitted by way of sequences of very short duration pulses, which

are compressed in time, but wide in frequency. The spectrum and bandwidth of the

system are controlled by the shape and duration of the pulses. Since the signal is

carrier-less, TH transmitters are generally lower in complexity and consume less

power.

2.2.2 UWB Antenna Considerations

Irrespective of the type of the UWB system being considered, an UWB antenna must

function over the large, 3.1 to 10.6 GHz, bandwidth. Generally, the band of operation

is taken as the antenna's impedance bandwidth, measured by return loss or VSWR.

However, the other antenna parameters, as discussed in section 2.1, must also suf-

fice for the desired application and band of operation. For example, it is typically
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preferred that gain [directivity) and polarization have a constant response over the

entire band. This goal does not differ from narrow band designs, except that for

UWB the difficulty is increased for such a wide range of frequencies.

In addition, for pulse based modulation, such as that in TH schemes, special consid-

erations are necessary. In these instances the antenna acts not only as a radiator,

but also as a bandpass filter, shaping the spectrum of the signal, in some cases even

acting as a differentiator. This can lead to distortions in the pulse shapes, making

reception and detection difficult, and possibly causing failure of the radio if not ac-

counted for. Thus, the transient response and group delay of the antenna become

important considerations. The design aspects of UWB antennas are summarized in

Table 2. [7], [9]

Table 2. The comparison of design considerations for UWB antennas. [9]
Constituent MB-OFDM

S wide impedance bandwidth
covering all operating sub-
bands

•S steady radiation patterns
S constant gain at directions of in-

terest

S constant desired polarization
S high radiation efficiency
S constant desired polarization
¦S high radiation efficiency

Pulse Based

Electrical

S wide impedance bandwidth
covering the bandwidth
where majority of the source
pulse energy falls in

S constant gain at desired direc-
tions

S linear phase response
S constant desired polarization
S high radiation efficiency

Mechanical

S small size / low profile/embeddable /easy-integrated for portable
devices

S compact but robust especially for fixed devices
S low cost
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2.3 CMOS Integrated Circuits
There are several different types of integration, typically differentiated by the semi-

conductor used. For Radio Frequency (RF) analog circuits conventional choices are

Silicon Bipolar (Si-bipolar) and Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), which generally have very

good high frequency performance. Even so and more recently, CMOS has become a

popular option for RF circuits, its performance in some cases matching or exceeding

that of the traditionally 'faster' processes due to aggressive downscaling [19].

The development of CMOS integration processes has been mostly driven by the digi-

tal electronics field [20]. As such, CMOS has become a widespread and highly devel-

oped integration process, although mainly focused on digital applications. Yet, as the

high frequency performance of CMOS has increased, foundries have made analog

design libraries available. CMOS analog development can be attractive due to the

low cost, ease of manufacture, and compatibility with digital CMOS. The latter is an

exciting advantage, opening possibilities for mixed analog/digital ICs.

2.3.1 CMOS Structure

The profile of a CMOS IC is shown in Figure 2-5 and is made up of 3 general layers,

the substrate, the oxide, and the passivation. Within each general layer, various oth-

er structures are created using lithographic techniques.
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Figure 2-5. General profile of CMOS microchip.

CMOS devices are created in a planar fashion, starting with the substrate and depo-

siting each subsequent layer, using lithography, up to the passivation. This method

requires many steps, including adding and removing numerous intermediate layers.

Active devices are found in the substrate, near the oxide boundary. The various

metal layers, for creating traces and other conducting structures, are contained

within the oxide layer. The passivation is a final layer added to provide protection

from corrosion and physical damage.

The substrate of a silicon integration process is simply modeled as a resistance in

parallel with a capacitance to ground. This represents the lossy coupling of signals

to the substrate, which has a low resistivity. Using lumped elements to represent the

various electrical parameters, one model for an inductor is shown in Figure 2-6. Be-

ing a lumped element model of a continuous effect, more accuracy can be achieved

by repeating the circuit, although one may be sufficient for narrow bands.
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Figure 2-6. Lumped component circuit model of an inductive device integrated in a
CMOS process.

2.3.2 CMOS Integrated Antennas

From the perspective of an integrated antenna, the main interest falls on the physi-

cal and electrical properties of the 3 general layers shown in Figure 2-5. To remain

cost effective, it is necessary to fabricate the antenna using the materials found in

mainstream CMOS processes [13]. It is the physical structure and properties of

these materials that present the first limitations and determine overarching restric-

tions on the development and performance of an integrated antenna.
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Being a planar technology, CMOS is most suited to the use of planar structures. To

remain in the paradigm of mainstream CMOS development, the type of antenna used

must also be planar. Additionally, the overall size of the antenna must be small, on

the order of millimeters, as large ICs are difficult to produce and experience low

yields, thus increasing cost. This means, for frequencies in the 3.1 to 10.6 GHz range,

electrically small, non-resonant antennas must be used.

Mainstream CMOS processes use a silicon substrate with a resistivity in the range of

10 - 20 Hem. The lossy substrate negatively impacts the antenna's ability to radiate

power efficiently. In this respect it is prudent to isolate the antenna from the sub-

strate as much as possible, both in distance and by using shielding. Thus it is com-

mon to realize the antenna in the top metal layer and use bottom metal layers to

form grounded shields. Top metal layers also tend to have the lowest resistivity,

thus reducing ohmic losses in the metal. The fabrication process may also allow oth-

er methods to increase substrate resistivity, normally used for increasing electrical

isolation and reducing substrate noise.

Perhaps the most difficult concern to address is that of structural interferers, al-

though with careful design the effects can be minimized [21]. Conducting structures

near the antenna can affect its performance, most notably the impedance and gain.

This is at odds with the desire to integrate an antenna with a radio in as small an

area as possible, which would require placing circuitry near the antenna. In addition

to circuit metallization, CMOS processes require dummy metal structures to fill

empty areas in order to keep the various planes of the layers level. Although it has
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been shown in some instances that dummy fill has a minimal effect on antenna gain

and matching for wireless interconnections, this has not been shown to be similar

for off-chip communications [21].



Chapter 3: Current UWB and On-
Chip Antennas

There exist an unlimited number of antennas as any conducting structure can ra-

diate electromagnetic fields. Unfortunately, the performance required of an antenna

is application specific and not all radiators will fit the necessary specifications. A

good example is that of UWB and integrated antennas.

The main physical constraints in such antennas are due to the realization of an an-

tenna in the CMOS integration process. The antenna must be small, possibly non-

resonant depending on the required frequency of operation, and planar. The elec-

trical characteristics of the materials used for integration will also affect the perfor-

mance of the antenna.

Using an antenna in UWB applications sets the required behavioural properties of

the antenna, which in turn influence the shape and structure of the radiator. The de-

sign must be matched over a wide frequency range, while also provide a linear

phase response and good transient characteristics. The gain of the antenna in the

required directions must also be sufficient and as constant as possible over the

band.

By combining both UWB and CMOS integration, the possible types of radiators that

will operate sufficiently are reduced even more. Various candidates are presented

below.

-41-
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3.1 CMOS On-Chip Antennas

Although the aspiration to integrate antennas on-chip is not new, it is only relatively

recent that the techniques necessary to produce such devices in a widespread and

cost efficient manner have come into being. As operating frequencies increase (and

the corresponding resonant antenna sizes decrease) with the development of main-

stream high speed CMOS processes, the ability to fabricate truly monolithic single-

chip radios has become a feasible possibility. This is especially highlighted by recent

worldwide unlicensed use of the 60 GHz (V) band for high data rate, short range

communications. [22]

Current CMOS radios are typically small, on the order of millimeters per side, and

can be found operating in various frequency bands, including UWB or millimeter

wave frequencies. This generally means that integrating antennas on-chip is more

feasible at high frequencies, where the wavelength of the frequency of operation is

similar to the IC size and antenna radiation efficiency is increased [23]. Even so ex-

amples of on-chip antennas can be found ranging in operation from a few GHz to

more than 60 GHz.

An overview of the simulation of several types of antennas integrated in CMOS is

shown in [22]. Here it is shown that although the antennas are approximately of re-

sonant size, substrate losses still play a major role in the gain and efficiency of the

antennas. Additionally, placement of the antenna, near the corner, the side, or the

center of the IC, also plays a role in the radiation characteristics. It was found that

Yagi-Uda type antennas have the best directionality, while a rhombic style radiator
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has the highest gain, and a loop antenna has almost the same gain, but using much

less space.

Two examples of on-chip integrated antennas operating within the UWB spectrum

are found in [24] and [25]. Both antennas are electrically small narrowband loops,

the first operating at 5.2 GHz with a size of 1 x 1 mm2 and the second operating at

2.5 GHz with a size of 1.62 ? 1.62 mm2. As expected, the gains of both antennas are

very poor due to the antenna size and the lossy substrate (see Section 3.2.5 below

and Section 2.3.2 above), but acceptable for short range communications. In both

designs the choice of a loop antenna was made to allow use of the area inside the

loop for circuitry, making a more compact IC, although in [24] the antenna also dou-

bles as an inductor.

3.2 UWB Antennas

The distinguishing mark of UWB antennas is the wide range of frequencies over

which they must operate. To accomplish this there are many kinds of UWB antenna

designs, which can be categorized as: multiple resonance, traveling wave, frequency

independent, self complementary, and electrically small [8]. It is not uncommon for

an antenna to fall into more than one group. Additionally, having an UWB range of

operation does not guarantee that an antenna will meet all required specifications.

3.2.1 Multiple Resonance Antennas

Multiple resonance antennas achieve a wideband response by combining several

narrow band radiators into one structure. Since there are effectively an unlimited
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number of radiators, multiple resonant antennas can take a multitude of shapes and

sizes.

One common type of multiple resonant antennas is the log periodic monopole/ di-

pole array. Here a series of radiating elements, monopole or dipole antennas, whose

sizes and spacings decrease logarithmically, are combined. The log periodic antenna

discussed in [8] shows a fairly constant gain pattern over the UWB frequency range,

although it is not unidirectional. Unfortunately, this antenna does not produce a

good impulse response as a large amount of ringing is evident This is directly attri-

buted to the various resonating elements of the antenna, which introduce frequency

dependent non-linear phase responses. Log periodic antennas in general do not

produce UWB radiators with a good transient response [26].

The elliptical monopole antenna is another UWB radiator that has also been shown

to have multiple resonance characteristics [27], [28]. Despite this, it has also been

shown, with optimization of the major and minor axes of the ellipse, the ground

plane, and the feed line, that not only is a wideband impedance match possible, but

also an excellent transient response [29], [30]. This is due to the use of smooth

transitions, such as those seen in traveling wave structures (see below). A novel ex-

ample of such a monopole, with good UWB performance, is shown in [31]. Another

particular feature of interest of this antenna is its relatively compact size, measuring

30.5 x 38.1 mm2, which is small for a printed circuit.
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a

Figure 3-1. The compact uniplanar monopole antenna of [31].

3.2.2 Traveling Wave Antennas

A Traveling Wave (TW) structure can be thought of as the counterpart to a resonant

antenna. Resonances are standing wave patterns caused by reflections from discon-

tinuities in the structure of an antenna. By smoothing discontinuities, resonances

can be avoided. This is accomplished by using continuously tapered transitions,

usually from the feed point to the end of the antenna, and tends to create a wide-

band response.

The Vivaldi antenna, an example shown in Figure 3-2, is a good illustration of an

UWB tapered wave guide antenna [8]. An antipodal variation of a Vivaldi antenna is

shown in [32]. Both Vivaldi antennas display a directional radiation pattern, but

have a gain that is constant over the UWB frequency range. Additionally, the tran-

sient characteristics show the Vivaldi is suitable for pulsed signal transmission, al-

though its impulse response is not constant with direction.
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Figure 3-2. An exponential Vivaldi antenna with a Marchand balun feed line on the
backside (shown in shadow). This example, taken from [8] is 75 x 78 mm2.

3.2.3 Frequency Independent Antennas

Frequency Independent (FI) antennas offer the prospect of a radiator that is infinite-

ly wideband. Unfortunately, this also requires that the antenna also be infinite, such

as that of the infinite biconical antenna [14]. Even so it is possible to design a prac-

tical antenna that performs almost constantly over a given band.

The concept of FI antennas is derived from the observation that if a radiating struc-

ture is scaled in size, that its characteristics are the same if the input signal's wave-

length is also scaled by the same factor. Thus, if an antenna's shape is independent

of scaling, it is also independent of frequency. This leads to a class of antennas

whose shapes are specified entirely by angles, defined by:

r= ea(<p+ipo)F(0), (3.1)
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where r, f, and ? are the usual spherical coordinates, a is a constant, f? is an angu-

lar constant, and F(G) is any function of T. [33]

The planar equivalent of the biconical antenna is the bowtie. An aperture coupled

bowtie antenna, measuring approximately 36 ? 36 mm2, is shown in [8]. This an-

tenna displays an omnidirectional radiation pattern and reasonable gain. It also has

excellent transient characteristics with little ringing. Of particular interest is that the

impulse response is fairly constant with direction.

A variation of the bowtie antenna, called a rounded diamond dipole antenna is

shown in [34]. This antenna rotates the two fans of the bowtie so that a diamond

shape is created. It is noted that the bandwidth of the frequency response of the

rounded diamond is greater than that of a simple bowtie antenna. Another diamond

dipole antenna, optimized for a better VSWR over the UWB band, is shown in [35].

3.2.4 Self Complementary Antennas

A common subset of FI antennas are Self Complementary (SC) antennas, although

being self complementary in itself does not necessarily guarantee constant radiation

characteristics with frequency [36]. These SC radiators are distinguished by having

metal and dielectric patterns that are the same shape and rotationally displaced,

two examples shown in Figure 3-3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3-3. Examples of self complementary antennas: (a) logarithmic spiral anten-
na and (b) octagonal bowtie antenna.

Following Babinef s Principal, the impedance of a self complementary antenna is

given by:

_ _ ?^metal — ^dielectric — ~y ??·*·)

where ? = ^µ/e is the intrinsic impedance of the medium (« 120p for free space).
Frequency independence of the impedance is the main feature of SC antennas. This

impedance can be varied by changing the ratio of the metallization to the dielectric,

although the impedance will not remain independent of frequency.

Another self complementary spiral antenna is the Archimedean spiral. Compared to

the continuously increasing line width and spacing of the logarithmic spiral of Fig-

ure 3-3a, the Archimedean spiral has a constant line width and spacing. In either

case, both antennas radiate circularly polarized fields, requiring pulses of sufficient
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length to encompass 360° of the radiated field. Additionally, spiral antennas tend to

introduce dispersion into wideband pulses as lower frequencies are radiated further

from the center, thus causing a frequency dependant delay. [8]

3.2.5 Electrically Small Antennas

An electrically small antenna, sometimes called a non-resonant antenna, is defined

as an antenna whose largest absolute dimension, a, is small compared to the wave-

length, ?, at the frequency of operation [15]. Thus, for an UWB antenna to be electr-

ically small over the entire band, its largest dimension must be much smaller than

the wavelength of a 10.6 GHz signal, which, in free space, is a « 28.2 mm.

An alternate definition for an electrically small antenna is given by:

ka < 1, (3.3]

where k is the wave number, given byk = 2p/? [37]. This leads toa < 4.5 mm as

the boundary for an UWB antenna to be electrically small over the entire band. Al-

though any antenna can be scaled down to become small, various types of antennas

lend themselves to this task more easily. Monopoles, dipoles, loops, and their deriva-

tives are common choices [8].

Non-resonant antennas display wideband behaviour by performing "equally bad"

over the UWB spectrum [8]. Since these antennas are electrically small, it is ex-

pected that the radiation characteristics, such as maximum achievable gain, will be

adversely affected [38], [39], but in a relatively constant manner and somewhat in-
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dependent of frequency. Additionally, small antennas typically present an input im-

pedance that can be highly reactive, making UWB input impedance matching diffi-

cult [40], [41], [37].

A miniaturized antenna, approximately 20 x 20 mm2, is shown in [42]. Operating at

a frequency of approximately 910 MHz, this antenna uses a split ring resonator to

cancel the large inductance of the small loop antenna, making impedance matching

much easier. Unfortunately this also has the effect of making the antenna narrow

band, but otherwise achieves reasonable gain and efficiency for its small size.

Some examples of small UWB antennas can be found, but are typically not consi-

dered electrically small for the entire UWB spectrum [43], [44], [45].

3.3 On-Chip UWB Antennas
Given that, separately, UWB and CMOS integrated antennas present various issues

in design and performance, it is not surprising that it is difficult to find an example

that combines both technologies. Placing an UWB antenna on-chip requires either a

very large IC, which can be cost prohibitive, or using an electrically small antenna,

which degrades radiation characteristics. In both cases, substrate losses will affect

performance unless some sort of mitigating technique is provided.

Reference [46] shows a monolithically integrated dipole antenna with an RF front

end, including a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) and a mixer. This device has an imped-

ance bandwidth over the UWB spectrum and was designed for use with OFDM ap-

plications. The antenna achieves a gain of approximately -20 dBi, but transient cha-
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racteristics were not measured as that is not required for OFDM applications. Even

so, it is assumed that, because this design uses a multiple resonant structure, tran-

sient response is most likely poor. In addition, the antenna designed is quite large,

measuring 10 x 0.67 mm2, although remains less than the wavelengths of the fre-

quencies in the UWB spectrum.

Another UWB fully integrated RF front end is shown in [47] with an antenna and an

LNA. The antenna is a folded inverted-F with size 4.5 x 3.5 mm2, which approaches

an electrically small antenna for the UWB spectrum. Additionally, to combat the

losses caused by the low resistivity substrate, an Artificial Dielectric Layer (ADL) is

placed under the antenna, but above the substrate. The ADL increases the effective

permittivity and shields the antenna from the lossy substrate. Use of the ADL was

not demonstrated to be overly effective as the antenna gain was approximately -30

dBi over the UWB, but theory predicts an ADL with greater permittivity could im-

prove this. Use of the ADL introduces a tradeoff between antenna performance and

chip space as circuitry cannot be placed under an ADL. Transient characteristics

were not measured, but due to the resonant features of this antenna it is expected

they are poor.



Chapter 4: On-Chip UWB Loop An-
tenna

When integrating monolithic radiators, the small size of ICs dictates the use of elec-

trically small antennas in the UWB spectrum. This, combined with the losses due to

a low resistivity substrate, all but guarantees poor gain and efficiency. Thus, the

choice of topology for an on-chip UWB antenna integrated in CMOS is somewhat ar-

bitrary from a performance point of view. Even so, practical applications can still be

found for such antennas and therefore the topology used can be determined by oth-

er factors, such as minimizing the overall IC area and, thus, reducing cost

Monopoles, dipoles and loops are common types of antennas that are often found in

a below-resonant size. As shown in Section 3.1 and 3.3, it is feasible to integrate

these kinds of antennas in a CMOS process and operate them over UWB frequencies.

For this thesis a square loop antenna was chosen to be implemented as discussed

below.

4.1 Design
The main constraint on the antenna's topology is determined by the IC size. For this

design an overall chip size of approximately 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 is assumed, sufficient

space for a small loop antenna, the UWB LNA designed by Ansari [48], and the UWB

pulse generator designed by Salehi-Abari [49]. By using a loop antenna to circum-

scribe the circuitry, a large antenna compared to the above given chip size is at-

tained without rendering the entire area unusable to other circuitry. In addition to

-52-
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maximizing the useful area on-chip, loop antennas are also preferred for applica-

tions where the radio is located near obstructions, such as in hand -held or body

worn devices. This is due to the fact that loop antennas have a mainly magnetic reac-

tive field, and thus are less susceptible to de-tuning by any local high dielectric con-

stant materials.

The IC was fabricated in a CMOS 0.13 µ?? process, seen in Figure 4-1. The antenna is

fabricated in the top layer metal, shown in blue, and is made of aluminum. Various

other metal layers are also shown in other colours, which are mainly seen as power

feed lines from the pads located around the right and top of the antenna. These met-

al layers are found within the oxide layer of the process, while the top metal layer,

except for the pads, is covered in the passivation.

Use of the CMOS 0.13 µ?? process sets the material properties which will physically

and electrically constrain the design, shown in Table 3. It is noted that the effective

relative permittivity of the structure is a weighted average of the three layers and

somewhere between 4 and 11.9. In addition, the fabrication process also allows for a

special means for increasing the resistivity of the substrate in selected locations. The

technique used to accomplish this is unknown, as is the exact final resistivity. De-

spite this, any increase in the substrate's resistivity is expected to improve the an-

tenna's performance and is therefore implemented on the substrate beneath the an-

tenna (outlined by the dotted orange line as seen in Figure 4-1).
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Table 3. Physical and electrical properties of the CMOS process.

Layer Resistivity
(ilcm)

Conductivity
CS/m)

Er
Height
(µp?)

Substrate 13.5 7.407 11.9 300

Oxide OO 0 16.72

Passivation OO 7.9

The antenna was made as large as possible, while allowing for ample spacing of the

probe landing/power pads and circuitry, and also remaining electrically small over

the UWB spectrum. The outer circumference was set to 1mm per side. The line

width was simulated from 10 µp? to 250 µp? in parametric analysis simulation. The

results showed the radiation characteristics had little variation over the widths, but

the input impedance did change. The input resistance increased with decreasing

width, while the inductive reactance increased at a greater rate. A line width of 100

µp? was chosen to reduce the lossy effect of the increased resistance, but still remain

small enough to fit the LNA and pulse generator within the antenna's loop.

The final dimensions of the antenna give a mean circumference of 3.8 mm. For an

ideal small loop antenna with an equivalent circumference and an effective relative

permittivity mentioned in the paragraph above, the resonant frequency would be

expected to be between 22.8 GHz and 39.5 GHz. Such an antenna, having ka < 1, can

be considered an electrically small antenna over the entire UWB spectrum.
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Figure 4-1. Chip layout of a small square loop antenna, UWB LNA, and UWB pulse
generator, including probing/power pads. Colours indicate the various metal layers
in the CMOS process, as well as highlight some features and circuitry as indicated by
the legend.

Inclusion of both an UWB LNA for reception (Rx] (the LNA's capacitors and spiral

inductors can be seen in the center of the antenna in Figure 4-1, surrounded by a

light blue dashed line) and a pulse generator for transmission (Tx) (seen right of the
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LNA and above the antenna's tapered feed lines in Figure 4-1, surrounded by a red

dashed line) requires the use of a small network of traces for micro laser cutting,

shown in Figure 4-2. Additionally, traces to connect the antenna to probing pads for

off-chip measurements are included. Micro laser cutting uses a high powered, highly

focused laser to cut through the IC. In doing so, small incisions can be made to sepa-

rate the Tx, Rx, and antenna for individual testing, while allowing all three to be in-

tegrated on the same IC. Although the use of the traces for micro laser cutting may

complicate the antenna feed line, it is unavoidable without sacrificing 2 of the three

designs as chip space is limited.

Unlike typical designs, the antenna feed lines are directed inward, since the LNA and

pulse generator are located within the loop. The feed lines are elliptically tapered

along a 90° bend to facilitate a wideband impedance transition from the antenna to

the circuitry. Although, at these electrically small sizes, using tapered impedance

matching may prove ineffective, it should not hamper performance and may avoid

unwanted resonances, similar to that discussed in Section 3.2.2 without adding

great complexity.

The LNA and pulse generator are placed within the loop antenna such that the input

of the LNA and the output of the pulse generator are as close to the feed lines as

possible. Since the LNA is not differential, one side of the antenna's feed lines is

grounded, while the other side is connected to the LNA input (noted as gnd. and RFin

respectively in Figure 4-2). The pulse generator drives a differential signal (noted as
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pulse+ and pulse- in Figure 4-2} and therefore presents no problems connecting to

the antenna.
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Figure 4-2. Micro laser cuts and input trace network for combining and separating
the Tx, Rx, and antenna circuits. The green and orange squares represent dummy fill
metal. Note: two cuts are not shown, which are located to the right and remove the
lines going to the probing pads for operation of the LNA and pulse generator.

4.2 Simulation

The antenna was laid out and simulated using Ansoft High Frequency Structure Si-

mulator (HFSS). HFSS is a full-wave 3D electromagnetic simulator that can provide

"E- and ?-fields, currents, S-parameters and near and far radiated field" for any

geometry [50]. For this project HFSS was used to design, simulate, and numerically
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determine the S-parameter, impedance, and radiation characteristics of the loop an-

tenna discussed in Section 4.1.

The simulations were conducted using a 1.5 ? 1.5 mm2 substrate with the heights

and electrical properties presented in Table 3. The antenna structure is imple-

mented on the top metal layer, made of aluminum, and is centered on the substrate

with the x-axis in the direction of the feed lines, the y-axis in the direction of the

pads, and the z-axis up, out of the passivation (corresponding to the right, up, and

out of the page respectively in Figure 4-1). The antenna is differentially driven,

across the two feed lines, with a 50 O sinusoidal 1 volt source.

3 simulations were performed: a lossless (0 conductivity) substrate with the an-

tenna alone, a lossy substrate with the antenna alone, and a lossy substrate with

metal interference structures (pads, etc.). In the lossless simulation the maximum

gain and radiation patterns were calculated. In the two lossy simulations the maxi-

mum gain, radiation patterns, return loss, input impedance, phase, and group delay

were calculated.

4.2.1 Radiation Patterns

The radiation patterns for each of the 3 simulations were created for three frequen-

cies: 3.1 GHz, 7 GHz, and 10.6 GHz. The radiation patterns for the simulations are

shown in Figure 4-3 (3D) and Figure 4-4 (2D). It was noted that for the 3 simula-

tions all were similar in shape, having negligible differences. The patterns are omni-
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directional in the XY-plane, parallel with the antenna, as is expected for a small radi-

ating loop. It is also noted that the pattern begins to bow inwards along the y-axis,

^ÊÊÊ^

a (b)

s
s

a

(C)
Figure 4-3. 3D radiation patterns at various frequencies: (a) 3.1 GHz, (b) 7 GHz, and
(c) 10.6 GHz.

perpendicular of the feed lines on the x-axis, as the frequency increases. This is ex-

pected, as, at resonant frequencies, the loop antenna's omnidirectional radiation

pattern would change to become perpendicular to the plane of the loop (omnidirec-

tional in the XZ-plane) [14].
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Figure 4-4. Normalized 2D radiation patterns at various frequencies: [a] 3.1 GHz, (b)
7 GHz, and (c) 10.6 GHz.

4.2.2 Maximum Gain

Figure 4-5 shows how the maximum gain is variable as a function of frequency and

the substrate resistivity, but is negligibly affected by interfering structures placed

around and inside the antenna. As expected, in all cases, the gain of the small loop

antenna is very poor and made worse by the lossy substrate, but does improve with

frequency as the antenna approaches resonance. In addition, the effect of the lossy
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substrate increases with frequency as shown by the increase in the difference b e-

tween the gains of the lossy and lossless cases. This is as expected as coupling to the

substrate, modeled as a resistance in parallel with a capacitance, increases with fre-

quency.
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a -28ID
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Frequency (GHz)
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Figure 4-5. Maximum gain of the antenna for each simulation at various frequencies.

4.2.3 Return Loss and Input Impedance

The return loss of the lossy simulations is shown in Figure 4-6. As expected, the

match between the antenna and the 50 O voltage source is very poor, but only varies

by about 0.5 dB over the UWB spectrum. The calculated input impedance of the an-

tenna, modeled as a series resistance and inductance, is shown in Figure 4-7. Similar
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to the radiation patterns, the inclusion of interfering structures has a minor effect on

the impedance and matching of the antenna.
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Figure 4-6. Simulated return loss (Sn) of the lossy antenna with and without inter-
fering structures.
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Figure 4-7. Simulated input impedance of the lossy antenna with and without inter-
fering structures.

4.2.4 Phase and Group Delay

Figure 4-8 shows the simulated phase and group delay. Although the phase is not

linear, it is close having a linear regression R2 value of 0.971. This translates to a

group delay range from about 15 ps at 10.6 GHz to 52 ps at 3.1 GHz, a variance of

approximately 37 ps. Compared to the antennas discussed in Chapter 3:, this is a

small value.
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Figure 4-8. Simulated phase response with linear fit and group delay of the lossy an-
tenna.

4.3 Measurement

Measurement of antenna characteristics are generally performed using equipment

such as network analyzers, spectrum analyzers, signal generators, and reference an-

tennas with known characteristics. Standard measurements include gain, radiation

patterns, impedance, bandwidth, beamwidths, and polarization. These parameters,

especially the radiation characteristics, are typically done in an anechoic chamber to

remove reflected signals and avoid multi-path issues. A list of the equipment used to

perform measurements for this project is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. List of test and measurement equipment used to characterise the antenna.
- Wentworth 907 4" probing station - HP 83640B frequency synthesizer
- GGB Ind. 40A-GSG-150-P Picoprobe - HP 8564E spectrum analyzer
- HP 8722ES network analyzer - HP 54750A digitizing oscilloscope
- BAE H-1498 reference horn antenna - HP 813 IA pulse generator
- 4 pin DC probe - 1 pin DC probes
- Various lengths SMA coaxial cables - 1 - 18 GHz spiral antenna
- 109-101C calibration substrate

Unlike typical antenna measurements, an anechoic chamber was not used during

measurements. This was due to the antenna, LNA, and pulse generator being located

on-chip, which required the use of a probe station and signal probes to provide

power and signaling to the on-chip devices. Unfortunately, a probing station is a

heavy and bulky piece of equipment, unable to be practically used in an anechoic

chamber. In addition to being outside the anechoic chamber, the probing station it-

self provides a large source of interference. This is due to its construction being

mainly of conducting metals, in particular the large flat metal surface for mounting

probes that surrounds the microchip under test This provides many surfaces near

the antenna to reflect signals and create multi-path issues.

It was originally hoped that by integrating the pulse generator and LNA on-chip with

the antenna measurement issues involving the probing station could be avoided. By

using the monolithic IC, the antenna could have been tested in the anechoic cham-

ber. Unfortunately, both the LNA and pulse generator failed to function in a measu-

reable way and use of the probing station was unavoidable.
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4.3.1 BAE H-1498 Broadband Horn Antenna Reference

Before measurements can be conducted, the radiation parameters of the reference

antenna are needed. The BAE H-1498 is a linearly polarized broadband double

ridged horn antenna. It has a VSWR better than 2 over its operating range of 2 to 18

GHz, matching it to 50 Ü. The gain profile of the antenna versus frequency is shown

in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-9. Gain profile of the reference horn antenna.
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A second wideband spiral antenna was used in conjunction with the spectrum ana-

lyzer and frequency synthesizer to confirm that transmission and reception of sig-

nals from the horn antenna reference was working.
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4.3.2 Transmitter Measurements

To test the IC as a transmitter, the pulse generator and antenna circuit was utilized.

The IC was mounted on the probing station and the 2 power pins were supplied via

DC probes. A third DC probe was used to connect the on-chip pulse generator's trig-

ger to the HP 8131A pulse generator. A 1 to 1.5 MHz square wave was used to set

the pulse repeating frequency of the on-chip pulse generator. The reference horn

antenna was connected to the HP 54750A digitizing oscilloscope, which used the

external trigger supplied directly from the HP 8131A pulse generator. The transmit-

ted pulse from the on-chip loop antenna could not be detected.

In addition to the above setup, the IC was also mounted on a Printed Circuit Board

[PCB) and connected to drive the pulse generator through wire bonds. This was

originally done to use the transmitter in the anechoic chamber, but ultimately no

pulses could be detected. Despite this, useful experience was garnered involving

PCB mounting and wire bonding.

A third testing method was also attempted by connecting a known working pulse

generator of the same design from off-chip. This required the use of two RF probes

and several DC probes. Unfortunately, the generated pulse was too greatly atte-

nuated by the probes to be usable.

The exact reasoning for the device failure is not known, although troubleshooting

seems to indicate a problem with signal propagation between the circuitry and the

antenna. Measurements of the DC power draw of the UWB pulse generator indicate
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that it is functioning. Increasing the pulse rate increases the DC current draw as ex-

pected, signifying pulses are being generated, but no detectable transmitted signal

can be found. Although it is still possible that the pulse generator is failing to create

a signal, it is more likely that the pulses are attenuated beyond measurability due to

impedance mismatches as the pulse generator is designed to differentially drive a

50 Í1 load, while the on-chip loop antenna has a mainly (simulated) inductive im-

pedance over the UWB band, seen in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-16. This highlights one

of the key issues with using electrically small antennas; impedance matching can be

difficult due to the relative low real and high reactive impedance components.

4.3.3 Receiver Measurements

To test the IC as a receiver, the UWB LNA and antenna circuit was utilized. The IC

was mounted on the probing station and the 3 power pins were connected using a 4

pin DC probe. A Ground-Signal-Ground (GSG) RF probe (GGB Ind. 40A-GSG-150-P

Picoprobe) was used to connect the RFout on the UWB LNA to the HP 8564E spec-

trum analyzer. The HP 83640B frequency synthesizer was connected to the refer-

ence horn antenna and used to radiate continuous signals at various frequencies at

an input power of approximately 12 dBm. The on-chip antenna was illuminated

with signals from 3 to 11 GHz, but no signal could be detected on the spectrum ana-

lyzer.

Similar to the on-chip pulse generator, troubleshooting the LNA seems to indicate a

problem with matching. The LNA, having a maximum return loss of -7.5 dB over the
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UWB spectrum, was designed with a 50 O input impedance. It is most likely that the

signals are attenuated beyond measurability due to impedance mismatching.

4.3.4 Integrated Antenna Measurements

Although unable to use the integrated UWB pulse generator and UWB LNA, and,

thus, the anechoic chamber, the antenna was measured directly while mounted on

the probing station. Using a GSG probe, the antenna was driven by landing one of the

ground pins on one antenna feed line and the signal pin on the other antenna feed

line. The second ground pin was landed on a dummy pad. Two setups were used

with the antenna driven in this manner: the first involving the frequency synthesizer

and the spectrum analyzer, while the second used the network analyzer.

A measurement setup is shown in Figure 4-10. Using this setup, the antenna under

test and the horn reference antenna can be connected either to a spectrum analyzer

and frequency generator or a 2 -port network analyzer. For radiation pattern mea-

surements, the microscope can be removed from the probing station, although the

probe and various parts of the probing station will still present obstacles.

4.3.4.1 Antenna Measurements Using Spectrum Analyzer

The first setup connected the antenna, via GSG RF probe, as a receiver to the spec-

trum analyzer, while the frequency synthesizer was connected to the horn antenna

reference for transmitting. The horn antenna was then fixed a distance of 12 cm

from the IC in the -X direction in the XY-plane as this is theoretically the direction of
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Figure 4-10. Shown is a photo of an example of a test setup using a probing station,
an RF probe and mount, and the horn reference antenna. The small square loop an-
tenna is not visible, but located directly under the microscope's objective.

maximum radiation. The radiated signal was then swept over 3 to 11 GHz and the

power level from the on-chip loop antenna recorded. The procedure was then re-

peated with the probe raised above the pads to measure any radiation from the
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probe. A final measurement was then made to calibrate the input power at each fre-

quency and account for losses in the cables.

From Figure 4-11 it is seen that the RF probe contributes very little to the transmit-

ted signal. The signal from the probe is 23.2 dB below the signal from the antenna

on average and is always less than 11.5 dB. The other feature of note is the variance

of the power level of the received signal. This is most likely due to multi-path losses

from reflections off the probing station.
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Figure 4-11. Measured transmission path gain of the antenna and a GSG RF probe at
a distance of 12 cm.
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After correcting for path loss, cable loss, input power, and the reference antenna's

gain using the Friis transmission equation, the antenna's gain is seen in Figure 4-12.

Polarizatation mismatch was minimized by rotating the horn reference antenna un-

til gain was maximized. The gain is compared to that from the simulation of the an-

tenna with interfering structures. Although the measured levels are variable due to

multi-path losses, the general trends of both graphs are similar. A reasonable level

of agreement is shown by the red projected fit line, which is only 3dB above the si-

mulated values.
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Figure 4-12. Corrected antenna maximum gain measured by spectrum analyzer
compared to the simulated gain for a lossy substrate with interfering structures
from Figure 4-5.
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This setup was then used again to estimate the radiation pattern of the antenna on

the IC. To accomplish this the horn antenna was rotated around the IC in the various

planes at a distance of 20 cm. Power readings were then taken at various positions

and the normalized shape of each pattern sketched in Figure 4-13. Note that the arcs

of the measurements are limited depending on the plane as the RF probe (located in

the +X direction) and the probing station present obstacles.

The measured normalized radiation patterns are significantly different from the si-

mulated patterns shown in Figure 4-4. Although the XY plane pattern for 3 GHz is

somewhat omnidirectional, the XY plane patterns for 7 and 10 GHz are directional.

Patterns in the XZ and YZ planes are also very directional, showing multiple lobes.

This result is somewhat expected as obstructions (the probe and probing station)

around the transmitter greatly affect the direction of the radiation of the antenna

due to reflections off the conducting surfaces. This exemplifies the need to use an

anechoic chamber for making radiation measurements; otherwise the possibility

that unaccounted environmental effects will disrupt an experiment is very likely.
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Figure 4-13. Measured and normalized 2D radiation patterns sketches at various
frequencies: (a) 3.1 GHz, (b) 7 GHz, and (c) 10.6 GHz.

4.3.4.2 Antenna Measurements Using Network Analyzer

The second setup connected the antenna, via GSG probe, to port 1 of the network

analyzer, while port 2 of the network analyzer was connected to the horn antenna

reference. The horn antenna was then fixed a distance of 12 cm from the IC in the -X

direction similar to the measurement in Section 4.3.4.1. The signal was swept over 3

to 11 GHz at maximum power setting of 5 dBm and the full 2 port S-parameters
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measured, shown in Figure 4-14. Before measurements were made with the net-

work analyzer, the system was calibrated using a calibration substrate. This allowed

the connecting cables and probes to be de-embedded from the measurements, giv-

ing more accurate results, although the horn reference antenna has to be manually
de-embedded.
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Figure 4-14. Measured S-parameters using network analyzer connected directly to
the antenna.

The return loss (Sn) can be seen to be poor for an antenna, but significantly better

(lower) than that predicted by the simulations, seen in Figure 4-6. Although both

graphs show the return loss improving with frequency, the measured value has a

range of about 10 dB, where the simulated return loss had less than 1 dB change.
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The return loss of port 2, S22, matches the expected behaviour of the horn reference

antenna, having a maximum value of approximately -9.4 dB, which is gives a VSWR
of 2.
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Figure 4-15. Input impedance of the antenna calculated from Sn

Calculated from Su, the input impedance is seen in Figure 4-15. The graph may look

somewhat strange, caused by the number of sample points being insufficient to dis-

play the high rate of change of the impedances. By qualitative interpolation it can be
seen that the impedance is moving through many resonance points over the entire

spectrum. This is to some extent more easily seen in the Smith chart of Figure 4-16.
Although plot lines are not shown on the Smith chart, what generally happens is the
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plot rotates around the circle, slowly spiraling inwards, and crosses the real imped-

ance line many times. This occurs over most of the spectrum, except in the approx-

imate ranges: 5.6 to 6.2 GHz, 7.5 to 8.2 GHz, and 9.2 to 10 GHz, where the plot tends

to rotate in place.
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Figure 4-16. Smith chart graph of the simulated and measured Sn parameter of the
antenna.
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The measured/calculated input impedance varies significantly from the theoretical

simulation values. Although both rotate around the unit circle with an increase in

frequency, as seen in Figure 4-16, the simulated impedance does not cross the real

impedance line, staying inductive over the UWB spectrum. This is very different

compared to the measured data, which rotates several times around the Smith chart,

implying a highly resonant structure. This could in part be due to the probing pads

and the lines connecting the pads to the antenna input, which could not be de-

embedded with the network analyzer calibration routine.

After correcting for path loss, the reference antenna's gain, and assuming a polariza-

tion match, using a modified Friis transmission equation (the calibration of the net-

work analyzer accounted for cable losses and input power), the antenna's gain is

seen in Figure 4-17. The gain is compared to that from the simulation of the antenna

with interfering structures. Although the measured levels are variable due to multi-

path losses, the general trends of both graphs are very similar. There is a high de-

gree of agreement in the measured and simulated antenna gain.

The forward gain, S21, and the reverse gain, S12, from Figure 4-14 demonstrate the

reciprocity of the antenna system, both being almost equal. Similar to the measure-

ments in Section 4.3.4.1, the variance in the gain shows multi-path dependencies.

Both measurements show dips in the gain at approximately 3.5 GHz, 5 GHz, 7 GHz,

and 10.5 GHz.
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Figure 4-17. Corrected antenna gain measured by network analyzer compared to
the simulated gain for a lossy substrate with interfering structures from Figure 4-5.

Measured phase response and group delay are shown in Figure 4-18. The phase is

approximately linear with an R2 value of 0.99 and having a slope giving an average

group delay of approximately 1.88 ns. This is a reasonable number considering the
path length of 12 cm. The range of the group delay over the entire UWB spectrum is

about 10 ns. The large group delay is mainly due to a sharp drop in the phase at

about 10.6 GHz, which corresponds to the sharp drop in gain as seen in Figure 4-17

and results in a significant increase in the group delay. Ignoring this point, the range

demonstrates a difference of about 4.5 ns, which is more reasonable, but still some-

what large compared to the absolute theoretical minimum of 0.8 ns [0.12 cm path
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length). These results are consistent with the other data in indicating that there are

significant multi-path effects in the measurements.
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Figure 4-18. Measured phase response and group delay.



Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion

An on-chip electrically small UWB square loop antenna was integrated onto an IC in

a 0.13 µ?? CMOS process. The measurement results, although not conclusive in de-

monstrating all the performance parameters, do show that the antenna radiates suf-

ficient power to operate at short distances. The maximum gain varied from approx-

imately -35 to -25 dBi in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-17, agreeing closely with simula-

tion, and is adequate for wireless devices that need only communicate over ranges

less than 1 m. If coupled with a high gain off-chip antenna, such as a horn antenna,

this range could possibly be extended to several meters.

The ability to use the antenna as part of an UWB Impulse Radio [UWB-IR) remains

uncertain. Since the pulse generator did not function as expected, time domain mea-

surements of the antenna could not be performed. Despite this, the phase response

of the antenna from Figure 4-18 does seem to indicate a reasonable level of linearity

and thus may provide a constant group delay. Although the transient response of

the antenna cannot be confirmed, current data does suggest the antenna still may be

viable for UWB-IR.

Although the measured radiation patterns are not omnidirectional, the resulting

patterns could possibly be explained by reflections from interfering structures

around the antenna. Further evidence that reflections causing multi-path issues ex-

ist are seen in the variance of the maximum gain as well as the resonances in the in-
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put impedance. Although multi-path problems do not cause the antenna to cease to

function, they can render the antenna's radiation characteristics ambiguous. As

such, the antenna's radiation patterns cannot be confirmed or negated.

Even though the integrated UWB LNA and pulse generator circuits failed to operate

in a measureable way, important information and experience were garnered about

the design for test aspects of an on-chip antenna. Perhaps the most notable lesson:

the impractical i ty of driving an on-chip antenna from off-chip. The need to connect

the antenna from off-chip severely hampers attempts to characterize its perfor-

mance. This highlights the necessity to have a functioning signal source on-chip to

avoid extraneous components and equipment that may interfere with the antennas

operation. Another point of note is the need to better match the input impedance of

the antenna with the attached circuitry. Doing so over a wideband for electrically

small antennas is difficult and most likely would require co-design of the antenna

and circuitry as standard 50 O input/output impedances generally will not work.

5.2 Future Work

The main focus of continuing this research includes the creation of a working signal

source on-chip. By doing so, several issues and problems would be concurrently

solved. The design of the pulse generator, although functional for UWB, was made to

drive 50 Ü. It may not be possible to match such an impedance to an electrically

small antenna. Thus future work would include co-design of the antenna and pulse

generator, ensuring sufficient signal propagation between the two circuits.
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As part of re-designing the pulse generator, the transient response of the antenna

could also be measured. In addition, with a fully integrated device, the IC could be

mounted on a PCB and used in an anechoic chamber. This would hopefully remove

any unwanted reflections and multi-path issues.

Re-design of the LNA may also be considered, although it is suggested that this cir-

cuit be removed from the IC. Having both the LNA and pulse generator on-chip over-

ly complicates the matching, requiring micro laser cutting to separate the circuits.

The LNA also requires probing to measure the received signal, thus not alleviating

the original issue. Of course, it may be advantageous to develop both the LNA and

pulse generator with the antenna as two separate ICs as operating the LNA and an-

tenna circuit can still provide some data. It may also be prudent to leave the LNA on-

chip, although disconnected, to gauge the effect of its presence on the antenna.

As an alternative to using the UWB pulse generator as the signal source, it may be

advantageous to use Voltage Controlled Oscillators (VCO). Although VCOs generally

are narrow band, there are examples that produce signals across the UWB spec-

trum. Although a VCO would not allow for transient response characterizations, rad-

iation patterns would be easily measured at the VCOs given frequency of operation.

Although radiation pattern measurements are not practical on a probing station, it

may still be worthwhile for determining the input impedance and return loss of the

antenna. For such measurements it is recommended that pad and transmission line
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de-embedding structures are included in the design. With these structures, more

accurate input characteristics of the antenna could be determined.

Once the antenna is fully characterized, integration into a full transmitter and re-

ceiver would be the next step. This would also require the co-design of the antenna

and the new circuitry. Additionally, packaging considerations would need to be tak-

en into account as this design would approach a more commercial aspect. The an-

tenna would need to be re-characterized and the performance of the Tx/Rx meas-

ured. This could include using the transmitter and receiver as a pair or separately

with an off-chip antenna.
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